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ABSTRACT 

Suicide is the 2nd leading cause of death in youth aged 12-19. Estimates from the data 

indicate that nearly 7.4% of the American youth attempted suicide in 2017 alone, while 

17.2% of teens considered attempting suicide. The last decade has seen an increase in the 

number of suicide attempts in teenagers. Given the seriousness of this issue, it is important 

to identify the factors that are leading to this increase in suicide attempts. This paper 

closely examines the 2017 Youth Risk Behavior Survey (YRBS), in order to understand 

characteristics of teenagers who attempted suicide. Latent Class Analysis using SAS® 

Enterprise Guide® found that among teens who attempted suicide, three distinct classes 

were evident which were characterized mainly by sexual assault, bullying, and depression 

respectively. Moreover, using PROC SURVEYLOGISTIC, it was seen that the odds of 

attempting suicide were four times higher for teens who were sexually assaulted and three 

times higher for teens who were bullied or abused drugs. Furthermore, it was seen that 

teenagers who were sexually assaulted had a high co-occurrence of other risky behaviors, 

and ultimately a higher percentage of multiple suicide attempts. The outcome of the paper 

highlights the importance of early intervention in preventing teenagers from slipping down a 

“rabbit hole” of risky behaviors that ultimately lead them to take their own lives. 

INTRODUCTION 

“People who attempt suicide aren’t always convinced it’s the only option. It’s more often that 
they have exhausted their emotional reserves to continue pursuing those options. It is, in many 
ways, the ultimate state of burnout. In order to attempt suicide, a person must be in the 
neurological state where they can override their own survival instincts.”[1] 
Suicide is a major public health concern not just in the United States, but all over the world. 

It is a complex issue that involves social, individual, and behavioral factors over time that 

drive an individual to take the ultimate step. In order to solve any problem, it is imperative 

to understand the causes. Although specific causes influencing the decision to commit 

suicide may vary greatly among teenagers who attempt it, the factors could be generalized 

into certain broad categories. Looking for patterns of co-occurrence and quantifying the 

impact of the individual factors can be informative on how to address the issue. 

In the U.S, no complete count-of-suicide-attempt data is available. The CDC gathers data 

from hospitals on non-fatal injuries from self-harm as well as from survey responses. The 

Youth Risk Behavior Survey (YRBS) was used for the analysis of suicide attempts. It was 

found that there was a general rise in the percentage of teens who claimed to have suffered 

depression, suicidal thoughts, and made plans to commit suicide. A trend analysis showed a 

significant increase over the last decade in these thoughts/behaviors. However, the data did 

not show a significant increase in the percentage of teenagers attempting suicide as shown 

in Table 4 in the appendix. It should be acknowledged that the actual number of teens who 

have attempted suicide could be higher, due to the associated stigma preventing an honest 

response on the survey. 
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DATA 

Data used in this analysis was provided by the Center for Disease Control (CDC) and 

Prevention and gathered using the Youth Risk Behavior Survey (YRBS) [2]. The YRBS 

essentially was developed to monitor health behaviors that contribute markedly to the 

leading causes of death, disability, and social problems among youth and adults in the 

United States. The YRBS includes national, state, territorial, tribal government, and local 

school-based surveys of representative samples of 9th through 12th grade students. This 

analysis used the consolidated national dataset which contains data from YRBS surveys 

conducted from 1991-2017 biennially nationwide for the United States. 

For the 2017 YRBS survey, a total of 192 schools were sampled, of which, 144 schools 

participated totaling to 18,324 students surveyed. 14,956 of the 18,324 sampled students 

submitted responses to questionnaires, which composed of 99 questions; 14,765 responses 

were usable after data editing. The final dataset consists of 14,765 rows and 242 variables, 

which included original survey variables, calculated variables, and dichotomized variables. 

URL to the dataset: https://www.cdc.gov/healthyyouth/data/yrbs/data.htm 

PROBLEM STATEMENT 

This paper attempts to examine co-occurrences of behavioral characteristics among 

teenagers who attempted suicide and to quantify their impact on suicide attempts using the 

aforementioned YRBS survey data. 

DATA PREPARATION 

One of the questions in the survey asked the respondents about the number of times they 

had attempted suicide in the past. A new dichotomized variable was created from the 

responses to this question, that indicated if a teenager had attempted suicide or not and 

this variable was used as the target variable for analysis. Students who attempted suicide 

one or more times during the 12 months before the survey were treated under one 

categorical level named ‘Attempted suicide’ and all the others under the level ‘Did not 

attempt suicide’. 

Three other new dichotomized features were created by capturing information from multiple 

variables into a single variable for the ease of analysis. One such feature was ‘Abuse of 

Narcotics’ which indicates the usage of non-recreational drugs. The second feature was 

called ‘Bullied’ which indicates if the teenager was bullied at school and/or online. The third 

feature created was ‘sexual minorities’ which indicates if a person identifies as LGBTQ+. 

Since it would be impractical to use all the variables in the dataset for analysis, only a few 

variables related to the problem statement were selected using previous literature [3]. 

DATA CLEANING 

There are missing values in the data due to non-responses. The missing values are imputed 

with SURVEYIMPUTE procedure, which uses hot-deck imputation. Observations that contain 

no missing values are used as donors. The observed values of the donors are used as the 

imputed values for the missing items of the recipient. 

EXPLORATORY DATA ANALYSIS 

Trend graphs were plotted for suicidal ideations variables in the data. A rise in the trend of 

these variables was seen from 2007-2017. A linear trend analysis using logistic regression 

model controlling for sex, race, grade was conducted to test if the rise in trend was 

significant. The variable of interest was taken as a target variable, and the time variable 

was treated as continuous and was created by coding each year with orthogonal coefficients 

https://www.cdc.gov/healthyyouth/data/yrbs/data.htm
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calculated using PROC IML in SAS®. According to the results of this model, it was found that 

this increase is significant for the past decade. 

Figure 1 % of teens who seriously considered 

suicide 

Figure 2 % of teens who attempted suicide 

The demographics of teenagers who committed suicide in 2017, indicated that more females 

attempted suicides than males. More teens in 9th and 10th grade attempted suicides than 

those in 11th and 12th grade. Among all the races surveyed, more African Americans 

attempted suicide than any other race. The difference between these groups was found to 

be significant according to a t-test analysis. This indicates that females, younger teens, and 

African Americans are more vulnerable to attempt suicide. 

ANALYSIS 

LATENT CLASS ANALYSIS 

Latent class analysis was performed to understand the underlying similar characteristics 

among teens who attempted suicide. Surveys of only those teens who attempted suicide at 

least once were used for this analysis. A three latent class model was built using PROC LCA 

on selected variables which included depression, sexual assault, bullied, and involvement in 

physical fights. With an aim to explain the behaviors, the model with lower AIC was 

retained. 

It was seen that there was a high probability of depression in all three classes. Moreover, 

two classes were characterized by a high probability of teens who had been sexually 

assaulted and bullied respectively. No other distinguishing characteristics were found in the 

depressed class which indicates unknown causes of depression which may require a more 

complex analysis or more data. In all, 20% of the teens belonged to the sexually assaulted 

class, and 40% each belonged to both the bullied and depressed classes. 

Furthermore, on profiling, it was seen that the sexually assaulted class had the highest 

percentage of teens attempting suicide multiple times - more than four times on average. 
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LOGISTIC REGRESSION MODEL 

From the literature review, 18 variables were selected to understand the relationship with 

suicidal risk behavior. To understand the causal relationships between the variables, a 

Bayesian network model was built in SAS®  Enterprise MinerTM  using High-Performance 

Bayesian Network Classifier Node. In this model, the Markov Blanket Bayesian network was 

selected as it helps display significant relationships not only between independent and 

target variables, but also between independent variables themselves. The significant 

relationships are shown in Figure 6 in the appendix. Seven individual independent variables 

and four interaction terms were found to be significant among all the 18 independent 

variables, which were fed into the algorithm. Seven independent variables included drug 

abuse, sexual minorities, bullied, sexual assault, depression, involvement in physical fights, 

and perception of obesity. Four interactions were seen between variables: depression and 

sexual assault, depression and perception of obesity, depression and bullied, drug abuse 

and sexual assault. 

To quantify the cause-effect relationship of the seven independent variables and the four 

interaction terms with the target, a logistic regression model was built using survey logistic 

procedure in order to account for the sampling design. From initial analysis, including all the 

seven independent and four interactions, it was seen that the most important variable was 

depression and it was found that a depressed teen is eight times more likely to attempt 

suicide than a non-depressed teen. Since depression is only a symptom and not a root 

cause of suicidal ideation, the depression variable was excluded from the analysis [4]. 

Another logistic regression model with only six variables and four interaction terms was 

built. The final odds ratio estimates are shown in Table 6 in the appendix. 

The most important variable was seen to be sexual assault, and it was found from the 

analysis that teens who were sexually assaulted were 4.4 times more likely to attempt 

suicide than those who were not. The other important variables were bullying, drug 

consumption, sexual minority, and perception of obesity. Odds of suicide attempts in teens 

who were bullied at school was 3.2 times more than non-bullied teens. Teens who abuse 

non-recreational drugs were found to be 2.8 times more likely to attempt suicide than those 

who did not. Teens who belonged to a sexual minority class (LGBTQ+) are 2.6 times more 

likely to attempt suicide than teens who did not. Teens who got involved in physical fights 

were 2.1 times more likely to attempt suicide than those who did not. Teens who felt that 

they were obese were 1.4 times more likely to attempt suicide than those who did not. 

GENERALIZATION 

Similar methodology and analysis can be extended to other age groups and countries, which 

could yield interesting results. Although factors influencing suicide in adults would be 

markedly different such as health issues, financial and relationship stability, mental illness 

etc., the impact of these on suicide attempts can be quantified using the methods used in 

this paper. 

FUTURE SCOPE 

Socio-economic data can be merged with the YRBS data at a more granular level, such as a 

county/city to examine the impact of economic wellbeing on teenage suicidal behavior. 

Furthermore, surveys in the future could include questions about specific sources of social 

media consumption, which could show common patterns among teens who attempted 

suicide. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The results of the study found a high degree of co-occurrence of risky behavior in teens that 

suggest a “Rabbit hole” situation where at-risk teens go down a negative spiral of getting 

into fights, depression, and abuse drugs among others. This highlights a need for early 

intervention. 

It is recommended to make attempts to identify teens that fall out of normal behavior 

patterns such as falling grades, missing classes, and skipping lunch among others. This will 

enable identification of high-risk teens for early intervention. Teens who are depressed are 

likely to exhibit these signs and the models indicated that the odds of them attempting 

suicide were eight times more than teens who were not depressed. 

Teens who were sexually assaulted were seen to be at the highest risk of going into the 

downward spiral. Creating a safe space at schools where they can seek help without fear of 

social stigma or repercussion in conjunction with the aforementioned efforts can prevent 

these teens from going down the rabbit hole by means of early intervention and care. 

Most anti-bullying initiatives look at the victim of bullying but fail to address the cause - the 

bullies. Several studies have shown that bullies themselves suffer from issues due to 

domestic violence, behavioral issues etc. Treating bullies with therapy instead of merely 

handing out punishments could be effective in reducing their aggression. 
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APPENDIX 

1. Trend Graphs

Figure 3: % of depressed teens Figure 4: % of teens who made a suicide plan 

2. Trend Analysis Significance test:

Table 1: Felt sad or hopeless Table 2: Seriously considered suicide 

Table 3: Planned Suicide Table 4: Attempted Suicide 

3. Latent Class Analysis Result Snippet

Output 1: LCA Results 
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4. Logistic Regression Results

Table 5: Interaction terms were not significant Table 6: Excluding interaction terms (Final model) 

5. High-Performance BN Classifier (PC algorithm) details:

Figure 1: Settings used Figure 2: Directed Acyclic Graph 

6. Two sample t-test to check if the average no. of suicide attempts in males and

females are equal

Table 7: t-test results

7. ANOVA Test to check if the differences in average no. of suicide attempts are

significant between races

Table 8: ANOVA test results


